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Antihydrogen experiments hosted at CERN’s Antiproton Decelerator rely on charge exchange [1] or three
body recombination [2] formation mechanisms. In both cases, the anti-atoms are produced in a wide range
of highly excited Rydberg states preventing the atoms’ extraction through Stark acceleration or magnetic
focusing into a field-free environment and consequently hindering spectroscopy or gravity measurements in
a beam. I will discuss novel approaches to enhance the decay of the initially formed Rydberg levels toward
the ground state. Mixing states either via crossed electric and magnetic fields [3] or impinging THz and/or
microwave light [4] allows to efficiently employ deexcitation lasers and achieve close to unity ground state
fractions in a few tens of microseconds which is compatible with experimental requirements. Results of a
technology demonstration of cesium Rydberg state mixing with THz photomixing [5] will be discussed in
the context of antihydrogen deexcitation. Finally, developments of a Rydberg hydrogen beam for a proof-of-
principle experiment will be presented.
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